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rosetta stone works on windows and mac os x platforms. it's available for a single user for $60. rosetta stone includes two-day, three-day, and two-week language-learning programs. to order, click the download button. the download page will open. click
the buy now button to create an account. after you create an account, a shopping cart will appear. click the add to cart button. review the information on the order page, then click proceed to checkout to complete the order. you can also purchase the

rosetta stone language pack for $125. the language pack includes all the features of rosetta stone, plus several additional language levels, additional classes and languages, more tutoring sessions, more language cds, and more. the language pack also
includes a $50 visa gift card. the rosetta stone english-japanese cd-rom package contains two language cds and a language pack. the two language cds include the language levels english and japanese. the package includes a usb flash drive with the
windows installation program. you can use the flash drive as a temporary storage device for learning content on the two cds. the language pack includes 30 additional language cds and three additional language levels, indonesian, italian, and russian.
the five-day rosetta stone english-chinese cd-rom package includes the two-day english-chinese cd-rom package plus four additional language levels, chinese, mandarin, korean, and johab. rosetta stone is an outstanding language-learning program. if

you are looking for a high quality program that can easily be used at home with young kids, this is your best bet. if you are looking for a program that can build your language skills to a high level, rosetta stone is also a very good choice.
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the rosetta stone® language learning software (rs-lls) rosetta stone homeschool is the same, but
different. the software has been re-designed to be "homeschool ready". the user interface is friendly
and intuitive. where it gets different is it is now a subscription service. that means that you do not

need to purchase a new computer to use it. you just pay for the software once and you can use it for
the next 10 years. the software will continue to work on your computer. you can have as many

students as you want and you can all use one license. you can save the program to a thumb drive to
take it on the go. the rosetta stone® language learning software (rs-lls) rosetta stone homeschool is

the same, but different. the software has been re-designed to be "homeschool ready". the user
interface is friendly and intuitive. where it gets different is it is now a subscription service. that

means that you do not need to purchase a new computer to use it. you just pay for the software
once and you can use it for the next 10 years. the software will continue to work on your computer.

is your trusted source for online learning. we offer the latest and greatest programs for
homeschoolers, including a subscription to rosetta stone! we also offer a free trial of our online

learning program, so you can see if it's right for your family. plus, when you purchase through us,
you can receive a discount! we'll also keep you up to date on the latest news and events that are

important to homeschoolers. rosetta stone is one of the best language-learning programs available.
it's not perfect though. some people are sensitive to the recorded speech. the program can be

confusing when you're trying to figure out how to use a given function. and you can't transfer your
learning to a paper textbook. you can, however, use the program to teach yourself a language at

your own pace. 5ec8ef588b
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